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INTRODUCTION 
Guar, Cyamopsis psoraloides DC ., is a native of India where it 
is extensively grown as a food and forage crop. It has been gronn 
experimentally in the United States since 1903 (U.S.D.A., 1937). It 
has recently become of importance as a source of mucilaginous material 
found in the seed. It normally yields between 500 and 1000 pounds of 
seed per acre in California and Arizona, where most of the commercial 
crop (about 2,000 acres) is grown (McKee, 1944). 
In July, 1944, an undescribed disease was observed by K. Stafr 
Chester, producing necrosis in an experimental planting of guar in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma . His preliminary infection experiments indicated 
that the disease was due to a virus. A search of the literature 
failed to disclose a disease of this nature affecting this crop. Fol-
lowing preliminary studies the disease was reported as a new virus of 
guar (Chester and Cooper, 1944), and was later given the name or 
"top necrosis" (Weiss, 1945). 
As reported by Chester and Cooper (1944) the disease was causing 
ah estimated 75 per cent loss. Symptoms consisted of vein-clearing, 
wilting, early stipple necrosis, and abscission of young leaves, ne-
crosis or growing point and stem, chlorosis and abscission of older 
leaves, and severe stunting, followed by death. The virus is mechani-
cally transmissible to bean, cowpea, soybean, mungbean, petunia, and 
tobacco,!• tabacum L. It does not infect~. glutinosa, L. It is 
not destroyed by field temperatures of 42° - 45° C. for several days . 
The infection is masked in hot weather with spectacular return of 
symptoms in the fall. Symptoms in petunia and tobacco differ from 
those of tobacco ring spot. 
1 
There was less than 0.1% infection when the disease was first 
oJserved on July 7; however, by eptember 27, approximately 4(1/, of 
the plants were showing severe symptoms and a total of 9a/r, were 
showing definite necrotic symptoms. (Fig. 1). Those plants that 
2 
were severely infected had completely ceased bearing, and the imma-
ture pods present when necrosis began either shrivelled or ere decayed 
by secondary- pathogens. There is a close relationship between the 
date of infection and the yields, since a large part of the seeds of 
healtey plants are set after fall r ains begin (U.S.D.A., 1917). The 
yield of the plot under consideration v1as so lo that no harvest was 
made. 
This study was undertaken with the object of identifying the 
virus causing the disease, by determining its host range and symptoms 
on those plants infected, and ascertaining its infectivity, trans-
missibility, thermal inactivation point, dilution end-point, and 
other biological characteristics. 
SYMPTOMS Mm_ PROGRESS Q! NATURAL INFECTION OF GUAR 
When first observed July 7, 1944, less than 0.1% of the plants 
showed definite infection. The symptoms, as observed on the leaves, 
were yellowing, stunting to about one-third normal size, occasional 
vein-clearing, or a faint oak-leaf pattern; still more rarely a light 
chlorotic mottling. By very careful observations one can distinguish 
a stipple of very small chlorotic depressions on the leaves. These 
chlorotic depressions begin to die from the center of each outwardly, 
thus producing necrotic stipple, which is usually more prominent on 
basal halves of lea~es. Unequal infection over the lea! may result 
in ske ness or rugosi ty or the leaflet. Many of the more mature 
leaves not developing necrosis became bronzed in general appearnnce, 
with a marked intercostal chlorosis. 
Counts on August 18 showed 2.2% of the plants with definite 
symptoms. However a much larger percentage ~as thought to be infect-
ed in the masked condition. This assumption was apparently borne out 
by the r apidity and severity with which the disease developed during 
somewhat cooler weather . (See Fig. 1.) It was at about this time 
that a new symptom was observed: dark brown, almost black lesions 
arpeared on the petioles and stems of the plants. This symptom 
became more prominent as the season advanced, i.e., about September 1, 
when many plants developed a very- severe necrosis of the stem and 
growing tip, accompanied by severe leaf abscission, which left the 
bare stems with a few chlorotic leaves attached to the lower half 
of the plant. 
According t o counts made September 13, about 22% of the plants 
Natural infection of guar 
Explanations to Plate I 
A. Comparison of a virus disaased guar plant with a healtcy plant. 
Mote curled bud leayes and absence of older leaves. 
B. F'our guar pltb'lts in different st.ages of the virus diseaseo lfote 
the black necrotic st,em of the plant on the left and the curled 
bud leaves and acutely bent stem tip of the on the right • 
Plate 1 
A. 
B. 
were shot,ing severe ·top necrosis (Plate 1). As previousl~t stated, 
this rcpid inc;re,rne in the percentage of infected plants mgy have 
been partially du.e to the expression of symptoms on plt:\nts that had 
been carrying the v:i.rus :i.n a rw.sked co.ndltion. i!ovieve:t'.';, it is also 
pos~:iihle that it 1nas due to an increase in trnnsmssion by an insect 
vector. 
f?urt~he:t~ counts on September 26 gave evidence of a continued 
:ra.pid spread of infection vd.th a.pproximt1tely· h0% of the l)lants 
severely infected~ At this tirne only Fi.bout 10% of the plc:nts re-
t.ained n.11 their fo1:tage 9 end the ma,jorUy of these v1ere dvrn.:r.f ed 
and chlorotic. 
A correlation 1H3tween the virus infection and root-decay was. 
observed in the field; the latter may hH'!e been due to f\mgal patho-
gens at,tacking the vmakened plants. This phase of the disease needs 
further stuct.v. 
Another expression of the disease was observed on plants from 
1nhich the tops hac. been re1noved~ a definite light chlorot.ic mottle 
of the lec1ves of the rod.llary· shoot.:;. "l'hese s;ympto.~1s rarely occurred 
on plants in which the top died;; hut r,iw not, rer.1Dved. This d:Lfference 
may be due to the rem.oval of the tissue containing the hiehest virus 
concentration, whi :h otherwise rdttht inhibH further growth by killing 
the developing ;,.,,;:tllar;sr buds. Both posit:bre and negntive results 'i1ere 
obt:,d:ned in trying to recover the virus fro".:1 these axillary branches 
•,cihen grown under 1.:linter greenhouse conditions. 
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SYMPTOUS QJ:. ~ DIC-tEASE Qll VARIOUS SUSCEPTS 
The following descriptions apply,to the disease on sever.al species 
of plants artificially inoculated, U.Sll.9.lly under greenhouse conditions. 
Particular attention is given to those plants usually used in diagnosis 
of viruses. 
The rubbing method o.f inuculation was used almost exclusively in 
making i,hese inocuh.tions. '£he virus \Jtas applied by s1;,abs cunsisting 
oi a fold of soft cot'ton cloth, which was kept . .moist vdth sap express-
ed from !Ii.a.cerated infected tissues. 
GUl\R 
Guar, . Cyam.opsi~ pSOI'aloid.es JC. , plants artificially inoculated 
in the fiel<i and in the greenhouse t!,ctVe sym.pt,om.s sikcl..lar to those on 
plar,ts naturally in!e.cted. However, symptoms p1•oduced in the green-
house wore usually more severe. 
On July 12; Chest.er inoculated 100 plant.s, 10 each in 10 random-
ized locat:tona in the field planting. After nine days some plants 
were iniec:ted, shm·,ing very snall chlo:rotic dots on the young devel-
oping leaves. Orr the 12th day, 75% of the inoculated plants showed 
a stipple necrosis.. Necrosis began i.'1 the depr€ssed chlorotic areas 
observed on the ninth day. No syn1ptoms v,ere seen on the inoculated 
leavef;; at this tirae. 
After thirteen duys, there v1as 9ai infection ev-ident, with some 
,dthering of the infected leaves. Local lesions lwd now become evi-
dent. ·}'here 1~B.1'3 100% infection by the fifteenth d~y. By the 76:tb 
day 31% of the plants t'Vert:i dead in the top, while the remainder 
were more or less severely infected. 
The mean temperatures set the time of the above studies, r:,s re-
corded by a 1~eather station approY,.im_ately three-fourths of a mile 
from t,he guar plant,ings, ·were ,(32. 7° F. i'o:r thf:, 1rJeek ending July 16 
.oo li'. i'o:r the v,;eek ending July 2J (Fig. 1). However, tl:.e 
maxima reeorded during this perior.! r.:iUged from 80.1, 0 to 100° F. 
and the field ma.xitiwn tem._pere,tures ·would have been f:'1.bove t,his. 
Inoculations of g11ar plants.• grovdng in plots outdoors in the 
shade., on August 16 showed •Nell dtwolop(.:,d local lesions on 15% of 
the plants within four 
to those produced the field, hu.t the incubation period was onl;ir 
thfl shade~ 
the. greenhouse gc,vc re-
2.lmost identical nith these just described., but not altw?,ys with 
100% infectio.n,a.lthough usua.lly id .. th &. very high percentage of 
infection. 
'l'OBACCO 
Tobacco., Nicotiana tabacum var. Turldsh. Eight young healthy 
tobacco plants growing in 5-inch pots were inoculated on September 
21, and placed outdoors in the shade. r'our of these plants develop-
ed from l to J local lesions each. The lesion consisted of a thin 
necrotic ring enclosing slightly chlorotic tissue. Some of these 
llgreen lslands 11 finally became necrotic, forming uniformly necrotic 
lesions. The initial diameter of the lesions ranged from 3 to 5 mm. 
Under normal greenhouse conditions a total of 25 plants inocu-
lated at, different times failed to produce any symptoms and sub-inocu-
6 
lations into Phaseolus w!&aris var. Giant Stringless Green Pod 
£~fled to show the virus to be present in the tissue. However by 
placing some freshly inoculated plants under a moist sheet, under 
which the temperature averaged about 680 F., symptoms similar to 
those that had formed on the plants outdoors developed in about 
eight days. In these plants the first noticeable symptom was vJa.ter-
soaked rings, which soon beeame necrotic, leaving the green centers, 
so.me of which slowly became necrotic throughout. Bo systeLtle .symptoms 
developed, nor were the leaves formed after inoculation carrying the 
virus as shown by sub-inoculations to cowpea, var. Black Eye. 
It should be noticed ~t this point that several factors, i.e., 
humidity, light, nnd temperatu:re, ,vere changed 1iihen the plants were. 
placed under tho sheet, any one of which may have influenced the ex-
pression of the symptoms. 
Three of fou.1· tobacco plants growing in six-inch pots and inocu-
lated on March 1, de1reloped systemic syxaptoms. Mo local lesions were 
observed, and this probo.bly \ia.S due tf.l leaf' injury i:Jhile inocult,ting, 
as a fine sand iflas used as an ab1·asive. ThiB ssrstemic infection was. 
overlooked until !fareh 27. 
7 
On March 10 bvelve raruc, succulent plants G'l'Ov-Jing in a bed in the 
floor of the greenhouse l'il6l:'e topped back t.o a height of about 1a inches 
and inoculated.. By March 20 loctl lesions were observed on five of the 
twelve plants; 4 d&ys later, systemic lesions ,ve:re evident on b,o. plant13, 
and by March 27, 11 of the 12 had d(;--veloped systemic as v,ell as local 
lssions. 
A comparable inoculation. made March 11, using tobacco ring spot 
g 
virus i.:.o inoculate plants similar to those inoculated ,,ith the guar 
v:i;rus, also resulted in severe symptoms. 
; 
It should be noted that the temperatures ranged between average 
daily maxinm.m of 93 .5° F. and average daily minimum of 71.80 F. with 
a tteani temperature of 80.6° F .. when these inf'ection.'3 occnrred. (See 
Table 1). Probably the vigorous growth of the plants, and the fa.ct 
that they 't:l!ere topped ov.ereun1f~ t,he inhibitory effects of the high 
terlpcratures (Valleau, 1932). 
Results o.t further inoculation of tobacco are given in Table 2. 
It will be observed that in all of tho olde::." inoculations, a s.rP.a.11 
percentage of the plants had de1reloped systemic :Jymptoms. However, 
none of these plants possessed t.he vigor of those in the previous 
experiment. 
}llien the plants inoculated March l and showing systemic in-
fection were plcJ.ced in.dense cool shade, ·a very ::1evere necrosis devel-
oped, with necrotic rings and lines several times as wide as those 
on the plants growing under normal greenhouse conditions. 
9 
Table I. Daily temperatures in greenhouse during the 
period of comparable inoculation test ot 
guar virus and tobacco ring spot vi-
rus on m:_. tabacUP.1, as recorded 
by theru1ograph 
Daily Daily Daily 
Date Maximum Minimum Mean* 
March 10 97 "17 83 
11 90 74 81 
12 91 71 79 
13 97 75 8.3 
11+ 84 76 81 
15 94 74 83 
16 96 78 84 
17 94 67 78 
18 93 71 77 
19 93 70 75 
20 92 66 77 
21 90 71 79 
22 97 67 80 
23 101 73 84 
24 94 73 8.3 
25 90 72 79 
26 94 68 82 
27 97 70 82 
Average 93.5 71.8 80.6 
..:-The mean o.f temperature readings taken every two hours • 
Date 
J/17 
4/4 
4/27 
Table 2. Further inoculations of 
!• tabaeum with guar 
virus 
rJum.ber of plants 
Inoculat- Local in- Systemic 
ed faction infection 
14 
6 
5 
6 
5 
3 
3 
1 
0 
'Notes 
Topped when inoculated 
Kept in shade of bench 
Left on bench unshaded 
Left on bench unshaded 
1D 
J lMSOiiI VJEED 
Jimson Weed, Datura stramonium L.; six days a.f'ter inoculation, 
very S..tl'l.all, indefinitely outlined chlorotic areas appeared on the 
inoculated leaves. Two days later, these had developed into necro-
tic rings, occasionally broken, or lesions, with diameters .,5 - 1.0 
mm. By the 15th day all the ring-lesions had become necrotic throueh-
out. 'l'he systemic infection eonsist,ed of chlorotic or occasionally 
necrotic rings or lesions, ,vhich by enlargement of the individual 
lesions, developed a mosaic-like mottle. The virus ivas recov,ered 
from£.,. atra.ra.onium in t.-no out of ten healthy bean plants inoculated. 
Sym.pto.'nS were typical. However in later studies with other Datura 
plants, the virus was not recovered when cowpea seedlings were inocu-
lated with infected Datura tissue. 
COWPEA 
Cov1pea., ~ sinensis Endl. and !• cat.iang (Brum.) Walp. The 
first c.owpea inoculation test was on September 21 when 42 plunts of 
the Clay variety were inoculated with sap from infected guar plants 
growing in the field. From this inoculation test only five lQcal 
red. necrotic lesions with water soaked outlines developed. (Plate 2). 
In an attempt to eon.firm the above and at the same time .find 
a local lesion host suitable for quantitative studies of the virus., 
five varieties of Vi.g;.,na sinensis, nam.el.y: Clay, Black Eye, ?Jew Era, 
Brown Sugar Cr01ivder, cmd Chinese Red., and !• eat,ia;:is var. Cat.jang, 
were inoculated February 9. A very fine imshed sand was used as 
an abrasive int.his test. Seed or the above varieties were furnished 
by Professor Robert Stratton., Curator of the Oklahoma A. and .M. Colle~ 
Herbarium. 
Sy.mptO!l1s ·of gua.r virus 
Explanatia:n.s to Pl.ate 2 
A. Jimson weed, the leaf on the right has local lesions of guar 
virus, whereas the leaf on the left has early systemic lesions. 
Most of these sytemie lesions will later become necrotic. (x 1.) 
B. Cowpea. A leaf with a single local lesions of guar virus. 
Note the slightly chlorotic center .. 
Plate 2 
A. 
B. 
The infections of the varieties Clay, Black Eye, and Catjang 
{Table 3) were in the form of continuous red lesions 1/2 ..: L, mm. 
in diameter, five days after :inoculation. The varieties l\lev~ Era., 
Brown Sugar CrmJder, and Chinese Red formed reddish necrotic rings 
vdth more or less normal cent,e:rs, the diameter varying somewhat with 
the varieties, tram • 5 - 2 mm. for Clay to 2 .... 5 mru. tor New Era. 
Exeept in :the variety Gl~, the lesions rapidly enlarged, be-
coming less distinct, necrosis developing faster along the veins, 
with intercostal tissue soon becoming chlorotic. The leaves drooped 
at the pulvinus on the 6-7th day, and this 'was rapidly followed by 
petiole and stem necrosis resulting in death of.the plant in 9-12 
days after inoculation. 
Cross sections of the stem just below the point of attacliment 
of the first pair of leaves, vihen it is just beginning to show exter-
nal necrosis, show discoloration and disorganization of some cells 
in pericycl;ic fibers, phloem and :xylem purenchyrna, and some scat-
tered pith cells. 'l'hus it would appear· that the advance of the ne-
crosis is not limited to the conductive tissue. 
It might be well to note here that even though the plant is 
killed, the infection is not systemic, a.s in most varieties of 
Phaseolus vulgari_~, but is, instead, a progressive necrosis of the 
tissue from the point of' infection.· 
ll 
Table 3. Results of comparative inoculations 
on sever1;.l cm~pea varieties 
12 
~~~~~~~--~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------------~-
Varie~ 
Clay 
New Era 
Brov:m Sugar 
Crowder 
Catjang'k 
Blacl-c Eye 
Chinese Red 
Plants 
Inoculated 
l2 
15 
7 
7 
10 
10 
Number of Local Average Les- Ho. Plants 
Leaves !!!_~ ions/Leaf ~illed (13 dal~ 
24 19 
29 118 
14 56 
14 116 
19 415 
20 195 
0.8 
4.1 
4.0 
8.3 
21.8 
9.8 
11 .. 
7 
7 
10 
9 
~:· Catjang is of the species Vitro<! cat.jang; the others are varieties 
of the common cultivated. species y_. sinensi:s. 
~P..:·After three Heeks no plants of the Glay variety had developed veinal 
necrosis. 
BEANS 
Beans., Phaseolus yulgaris L. Several varieties were tested 
and all proV'ed susceptible in some form. However the majority de-
veloped only systr~.mic symptoms. Preliminary inoculations shov,ed that 
certain baan varieties .are susceptible to the -..,.irus, and for some of 
the studies the variety Giant Stringless Green Pod was used as an 
indicator of the presence of the virus in inoculated plants, as well 
as in early studies of virus concentration and thermal inactivation' 
point. Thirty varieties of bean were furnished by the Corneli Seed 
Company, St. Louis, Missouri, and t·wenty-five by the Asgro-w Seed 
Company, Memphis, Tennessee. Results of inoculating these are 
shown fn·Table 4. 
Due to lack of, or questionableJ symptoms some varieties were 
inocule..ted ti;;o or. even three times, always with a check variety, 
Plentiful, which gave typical symptoms in the first trial. Some · 
of the failures in the original inoculation were due t6 the inferior 
Plate 3 
Guar virus symptoms on bean 
Bxplanations to Plate 3 
A. Systeillic symptoms of guar ,,irus in Giant Stringless Green Pod 
bean, showing necrosis of grov,L11g point. 
B. Systemic sympto:ns of ;zuar virus in bean produc(Jd a.ft.er top3 
h3.ve been removed" 
Plate .3 
I 
A. 
B. 
inoculum used on one date as evidenced by symptoms produced on 
check plants. 
Very few of the varieties appeared to be 100 per cent sus-
ceptible as is shown by the ratio; i.e. the number of infected plants 
divided by the number inoculated. 
In Table 4, the disease r atings are based upon the condition of 
the infected plants and not upon the percentage of infection. Fac-
tors considered were amount of necrosis of lea~ and growing tip and 
abscission of leaves. Thus 11+n indicates very mild and localized 
necrosis or even a chlorotic stipple of the leaves, usuallT occur-
ring along the margins and causing deformation of the leaves, as 
for example in the Kentucky \fonder selections tested. The group 
rated as 11++11 show a marked necrotic stippling of the young leaf-
lets which may or ma,y not absciss, sometimes with killing of a few 
of the growing tips, especially in plants inoculated before these-
condary leaves have begun to develop. Fulmeasure will typify this 
group . The third group is similar to the above, but show more ne-
crosis and abscission; therefore in these bean varieties the virus 
is more lethal. There is no marked distinction between this gr.oup 
end the preceding, other than comparative severity. 
The time necessary for symptoms to develop after inoculation 
varies from 4 to 10 days, apparently depending upon the age of the 
plants, the t ype of symptoms produced, and the stage of infection 
in the plant tissues used as source of inoculum. 
The local infections consist of necrotic veins occurring on 
the inoculated leaves within 4 to 6 days, soon followed by chlorosis 
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of surrounding tissue. Necrosis rapidly spreads down the veins,be-
co.ming externally evident in the petioles tii thin one to several days, 
depending upon varietal differences. ,lthough the percentage of 
plants infected in some varieties is low, this necrosis may continue 
spreading to enter the stem whereupon it causes death of the entire 
plant . ecrosis of the petiole usually results in a drooping of 
the leaves at the pulvinus or a downward curvature of the entire 
petiole. 
Some of the varieties developing local ymptoms also developed 
typical systemic stipple necrosis, for example, the variety White 
Crease back. 
Two varieties, Ideal. Market and Genuine Cornfield, developed 
a light reddish brown ring at the point of infection, which appeared 
at about the same time as veinal necrosis began. 
Another bean variety, the Yard Long bean, Vigna sesguipedalis 
(L.) W. F. Wright, botanically belonging to the cowpea group, gives 
symptoms very similar to the other members of this group studied 
(See cowpea, page 10 ff.). 
Sources of inoculum for this series of testG were infected 
bean plants . 
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Table 4. Reaction of bean varieties to gtlar virus • 
(Explanation in text) 
S stemic Local 
Variety Source Ratio Rat ing Ratio Rating Notes 
Burpee's Stringless Green Pod A 7/8 ++ 
London Horticultural A 3/4 t++ 
FuL'Iteasure A 9/10 ++ 
Fulmeasure C 8/10 -++ 
Florida Belle A 17/21 ++ 
Florida Belle C 10/10 ++ 
Red Valentine A 3/10 +++-
Red Valentine C 4/10 ++ 
Red Valentine Stringless C 8/10 ++ 
Asgrow Str ingless Green Pod A 9/10 ++ 
Streamliner 5/9 ++ 
Streamliner C 7/9 + 
Dark ed Kidney A 4/10 + 
Bountiful A 5/10 ++ 
Bountiful C 2/10 +tt 
McCaslan A 8/10 +++ 
Blue Lake Stringless A 7/17 -++ 
Kentucky ,,onder A 13/1,9 + 
Kentucky Wonder C ll/lt; -+ 
Kentucky Wonder Wax A 11/20 + 
Kentucky Wonder Rust Resistant C 14/20 + 
Pencil Pod Black Hax C 22/22 ++ 
Dwarf Horticultural C 4/10 +++ 
Tender green C 4/10 ++ 
Davis vt ringless Wax C 14/28 +t 
Brittle Wax C 17/2A +++ 
Golden Vi ax Topnotch C 8/10· ++ 
Golden Wax Improved C 9/9 ++ 
Ford.hook Favorite C 5/7 tt-
Conmodore C 2/10 ++ 
Alabama Pole #1 C 10/20 + 
Keystonian C 7/9 +++ 
Black Stringless Creaseback C 10/10 ++ 
Tendergreen, New Styl C 7/10 ++ 
Plentiful ;\. 10/10 +++ 
Plentiful C 8/8 +++ 
sgro-. Stringless Black Valentine A 9/10 ++ 
Stringless Black Valentine C 10/10 +t-+ 
Landreth Stringless Green Pod C 9/10 ++ 
Giant Stringless C 5/9 ++ 
Ideal Market A 14/31 ++ 10/31 Ringed 
Tennessee onder A 6/20 + 20/20 
Genuine Cornfield A 21/32 Ringed 
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Table 4 - Continued 
Systemic Local 
Variety Source Ratio Rating Ratio Rating Notes 
Potomac 
Decatur 
A 
A 
A 
C 
4/12 
5/10 
20/30 
+ 4/12 
++ 5/10 
12/21 
++ 18/30 
Great Northern 
White Creaseback 
U. S . Refugee #5 
U. S. Refugee i/5 
A 6/18) Occasional at.-
Idaho lefugee 
Yard Long 
C 
C 
h 
4/31) tacks on stem 
3/18 
only 
7/21 
* nA 11 refers t o Asgrow Seed Company; "C" refers to Corneli Seed Company. 
LDU BEANS 
Lima beans, Phaseolus lunatus L. Twelve Baby Potato li.ma bean 
plants were inoculated and placed out of doors in the shade. Eight 
local lesions appeared as reddish-brown, irregularly- outlined necro-
tic areas. There was no apparent systemic infection. Other attempts 
at inoculating this variety of lima beans were made, but gave entirely 
negative results . 
Three varieties of lima beans were included in the seed lot 
furnished by the Corneli Seed Company to be tested for resistance. 
These were inoculated on January 16, the result being a mild infec-
tion on only one out of ten plants of each var iety. In order to 
confirm the above r esults, plants of t hese varieties were inoculated 
on March 1. This time the inoculation gave 10~ local infection 
of the Early Market Bush and the Dixie White varieties, with the 
first infection appearing about seven days after irroculation. In 
the former, numerous irregularly defined reddish-brown areas devel-
oped. These rapidly spread along the veins. However some of the 
inoculated leaves were still partially green a month after inoculatiai. 
The plants were severely stunted ith very lit tle apical groith . 
In the latter variety small yellow to necrotic spots spread very 
rapidly along the veins in the form of a brown necrosis. The en-
tire leaf yellowed and drooped. The infections finally resulted 
in de th of the plants. The other variety, Henderson 's Bush, de-
veloped symptoms very similar to Early iarket Bush, but not as many 
lesions per leaf and only 4fJI> of the plants became infected. The 
leaves c.lrooped at the pulvinus . One of ten inoculated plants was 
killed by stem necrosis . 
TALL BENE 
Tall Bene, .:,esarrte orientale ( indicum) L. Te 'l plants were 
inoculated on October 17. Nine of these plants developed large 
local necrotic lesions that rapidly spread throughout the leaf. 
However before the leaves were entirely necrotic, systemic necro-
sis began to develop in the stems and the growing tip. Within 
five days after the first symptoms appeared, all the plants were 
dead. The results were confirmed by further inoculations. 
It is of interest to note that a single ro of this crop was 
gro ing adjacent to the field planting of guar. No localization 
of the disease of the guar along this side of the field was appar-
ent; however, there were definitely fewer infections in a small guar 
planting separated from the main planting of guar by a 20-foot ter-
r ace that was planted to cowpeas. The Tall Bene plants were all 
dead by the middle of September; however their death could have 
been due to some cause other than the guar virus. 
There is a possibility that the disease was introduced into 
the field in Tall Bene. Studies of seed transmission of both guar 
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, and Tall Bene will be necessary to determine t bis. Such work was 
not pos sible during the winter months as neither of the crops is 
well adapted to greenhouse culture . 
OTHER SUSCEPTS 
Petunia, Petunia hybrida Vilm • . vars . Balcony and Rose of Heaven 
developed local and systemic infections . The local symptoms consist 
of small necrotic rines while systenic s~ptom~ are necrotic r ings 
I 
and lines causing a severe distortion of the leaves (Plate 4 ) . The 
virus was recovered from both locally and systemically infected 
petunia tissues. 
Husk tomato, Physalis pubescens, L. developed small necrotic 
rings on inoculated leaves . Although no systemic symptoms were ob-
served, the virus could be readily recovered from the young l eaves 
as well as the inoculated leaves. 
Tobacco, Nicotiana glutinosa L. No symptoms have been obtained 
on this species, although many plants have been inoculated and care-
fully watched for_ symptoms. By sub-inoculations into cowpeas, variety 
Black Eye, one lesion as obtained on 20 inoculated leaves, using sap 
f r om the inoculated N. glutinosa leaf and five lesions on 20 inocu-
lated l eaves when the young~- glutin.osa l eaves were used as source 
of virus. ! • glutinosa is evidently a sympto~J.ess carrier of the 
virus. 
Green Mung Bean, Phaseolus aureus Roxb . On this plant the virus 
produced a necrosis of the young leaves and growing point. Only 2 
out of 28 inoculated plantn became infected. These were plants grow-
ing in a flat placed out of doors in the shade . 
Symptoms o! Guar Virus 
Explanations to Plate 4 
A~ Petunia infected with guar virus. Note two chlorotic local 
lesions on leaf in lower foregroWld, and systemic distortion 
and necrosis of the terminal leaves. 
B. Soybean infected with the guar virus, showing systemic stipple 
necrosi~ on the young lea~es. 
Plate 4 
A. B. 
.Soybean, Soja~ (1.) Piper, var. 5-100. The virus produeed 
a systemic stipple necrosis of the newly forming leaves and also a 
neerosis or the growing point (Plate 4B). Only J+ of 17 inoculated 
plants became infected. 
NON-SUSCEPTS 
No syinptoms were evident in the fallowing plants when inoc:mluted 
with the gua.r virus. Unsuccessful atterJ.pts 1;1ere nade to recover the 
virus from those species checked i;Jith an asterisk. 
LEGUMINOSAE: 
Peanut, Arachis hypogaea L. 
Sesbania, Sesbania .macrocarRs, Muhl. 
Urd bean, Phaseolus mungo L. 
Pea, Pisum sativwn L. 
Adzuka bean, Phaseolus angalaris (Wild.) 1N. F. Wright 
Hairy Vetch,, Vicia villosa Roth. 
Crotolaria, Crotolaria intermedia Kotschy. 
SOLANACEAB: 
Pepper., Camdcum fruteseens L. Var. Rub;,· Ki!i!rt 
Jim.son Weed, Datura meteloides L.* (But note symptoms on 
12• stramoniwn, page 10) 
Tomato, Ly:copersieon esculentuni Mill. var. Bonny Best 
C01:AP03ITAE: 
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Zinnias, Zinnia elegans Jaeq. var. Giant* and Come and Cut Again 
Sunfloiver, Helianthus annus L. 
AMA.RANTH.ACEAE: 
Globe Amaranth, Gom.phrena gJ..obosa L. -r~ 
PHYSICAL PROPJiRT!ES QE I!!! VIRUS 
RESISTANCE TO DILUTION 
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inoculation was .made on Pha.seolus vulgaris var. ~tringless Green 
Pod on October 10, with sap expressed from freshly gathered, moistened 
guar leaves and stem tlps. The leaves r.ere moistened in order to ex-
tract the virus, as the plant tissue contained a very low percentage 
ot v1ater due t.o arid field conditions. In the plants that developed 
symptoms from inoculation with virus at the higher dilutions, the syr,.1p-
toms viere much milder and slo-;;Jer to beqome evident. Plants infected 
with virus at dilutions of 1:300 and 1:1000 abscissed very fev1 leaves 
and in no case died. 
Due to the large number of plants necessary to conduct dilu'l'iion 
studies where only systemic infection occurs, search ~as l'.'11lde for a, 
local lesion host. This 1111as found in Vign-2; ~'lemds var. Black Eye. 
In the first determination using these plant:,, only a few dilu-
tions -Vlere used because of the limited number of plants available. 
Inoculu.m i,as obtained by macerating the leaves of bean plants that 
were just beg.inning to develop symptoms. The expressed sap (stock solu-
-
tion) was termed 100% plant sap. Inc,culations and results are shovin 
in Table 5. 
For the second test, using cowpea.s, the inoculwn. consisted of 
100% plant sap from. the secondary leaves and stem tips of several 
bean varieties. It,_ is possible that the stems did not contain as 
. ' t 
high concentration of the virus as the leaves., resulting in a more 
dilute inoculum to begin vJith. 
Note tp J increase in infec;tion .-dth increasing dilution up to 
1:10, with dilutions great6r than that resulting in a proportional 
decrease of infect:brity. 'i'his phenom.enon, evidently due t.o virua-
inhibit,ory subsrLa.nceri in conce;.1t.rated plant, sap, ha.a also been ob-
served with other v:lruses., nuch as that of tobacco mosaic. 
Considering the results of the three tests as shovm in 'I'able 5, 
the virus ma.y be considered to be non-infective at dilutions greater 
than 1:1000. 
ftlf;SIS'fANCE TO HGATING 
In attempts to determine the thermal inactivation point of the 
v.irus before discovering that cowpeas could be used as local lesion, 
hosts, the systeaic iri.fection of Giant Stringless Green Pod beans 
was used to deter£:ri.ne infectivity of the sap. 
Expressed sap was put into small test tubes which v1ere attached 
t,o the:rmorooters. 'fhese 1Nere then immersed in large beakers of \'iater 
at the given t1::~mperatures nnd remained there at constant temperature 
for 10.5 minutes. At the end of this period the tubes iJere removed 
8.nd plunged into cool wa,ter to stop the effect of hef.\ting. Inocu-
lations ,·~ere b;i7 the swab method, beginning with the tube exposed 
to the highest temper&;,.tlu•e and progressing to that exposed to the 
lowest. The above procedure was used in all therrnal inactivation 
point studies. 
A further study Wc\S .made using cowpea a3 host, since it is 
Jiilore sensitive to changes in infectivity. H.es1.1lt.s o.f. both tests 
are given in Tables 6 and 7. 
From these dati:t it is evident that the thermal inactivation 
point ts just above 67° C. 
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Test 
plant 
'1'~1.ble 5. Dilution Studies 
Beans Bl_aek Eye Cowpeas 
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Dilutions 
-- 1 
Plants 
Inoc. Inf. % 
Leaves 3 
Inoc. 2 Lesions Aver. Inoc. Lesions Aver. 
1:1 39 
lt3 18 
1:10 13 
1:30 15 
1:100 19 
1:300 18 
1:1,000 21 
1:3,000 15 
1:10,000 15 
1: 30,000 
1:100,000 16 
1:1,000,000 19 
JS 97.5 17 
16 88.9 
13 100.0 
15 100.0 
12 63.2 14 
10 55.5 16 
4 19.0 18 
O o.o 23 
0 o.o 23 
24 
0 o.o 28 
0 o.o 
1ow4 61.J 
176 12.6 
JO l.9 
10 o.6 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
150 
2f!fl 
/4-31 
246 
52 
13 
0 
0 
0 
1 Giant Stringleas Green Pod beans inoculated on October 21+; 
inoculum from guar plants in field. 
2 Black Eye cmvpeas inoculated. on March 10; inoculum. from 
nev,ly-inf'eeted bean leaves. 
3 Black :B:ye cm~peas inoculated on April 10; inoculum froru 
leaves and stem.tips of several bean varieties 
4 Lesions m1.mero11s and overlapping; count approximate. 
3.S 
7.8 
10.3 
6.2 
1.4 
0.3 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
rrable 6. Thermal inactivat:i.on point. Giant 
Stringless Green Pod beans as Test plant 
Temperature Percentage 
oc Ratioii: Infected' 
·- . 
40 27/27 100 
45 30/30 100 
50 28/28 100 
55 30/32 94 
60 21/'.34 62 
65 1/31 3 
70 0/40 0 
80 0/28 0 
90 0/34 0 
95 0/34 · 0 
Check 68/69 99 
*Infected plants/inoculated plants 
Table 7. Thermal inactiv~tion point. 
Black Eye co~pea as test plant 
tlUL."lber 
Tem.perature leav:es Number 
o C inoculated lesions Average 
57 38 984 25.9 
59 42 683 16.J 
61 42 874 20.s 
63 38 556 14.6 
65 40 210 5.2 
67 .38 44 1.2 
Check 40 759 19.0 
2.3 
RESISTANCE TO COLD STORAGE 
Tifm procedures were used in this study, viz. keeping the 
macerated tissues at refrigerator ter11pera.tures above 50 C., and 
keeping them frozen. The tissue consisted of guar leaves and 
tops that were definitely shov,ing symptoms of the disease. These 
were pat through a food chopper and enough distilled water added 
t.o make a .fairly light paste of the material. This was then 
pressed into 12 mm. 8-inch test tubes, and these were plugged 
with cotton and put into a refrigerator or into the freezing unit 
of same. T.he results of these studies a.re shown in Table 8. 
There does not appear to be much difference in the keeping 
q~alities of the virus at the two temperatures, i.e. just above 
and just below freezing. 
RESISTANCE TO DB.YING 
The resistance of the virus to drying was determined frOLl 
dried., well-infected bean lea:ves. Inoculation of cowpeas with 
expressed sap from some of this fresh material gave evidence of' 
its virulence·. After drying in the greenhouse for 40 hot1rs the 
.material was fairly crisp. Some of the dried material .;as moist-
ened, macerated, and the expressed solution was used to inoculate 
18 cowpea plants. Not a. single lesion developed, indicating that 
the leaves had completely lost their infectivity during drying. 
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~ 
15 days 
55 d~ys 
8.3 days 
130 days 
201 days 
15 days 
1+1 days 
69 da;rs 
116 days 
187 days 
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'f'a.ble 8. .Storage qu.alities ot virus i:u vitro 
Ratio·:, 
18/19 
1/16 
1/14 
0/12 
0/12 
17/20 
0/16 
0/12 
Symptomn typical for fresh virus 
Synptoms mild 
Symptoms mild 
No inf ec.tion;'.-.~ 
l\lo infection~8f 
tfot., quite so sev13re a;:; vd.th fresh 
concentratec1 virus; more like those 
f:rom inoculations rdth diluted sap 
As above 
Symptorn.s mildf3l'." tku:1. preceding. 
}Yo :te;1f a}Jscis sion~ 
Ho inf ection:lBt· 
No infection~c1;, 
it Plants infected/plants inoculated 
-lH~Cowpeas ,,ere used in last tests, Burpee's $1:.ri.ngless Green Pod 
beans were used in the preceding test,s. 
COMPARISON OF B'LAN MOSAIC VUtUSES 4 1iHD 4A W!'I'H OU.AR VIRUS 
Gua.r virus produces systemic symptoms on certain bean varie-
ties that are almost identical ,,.dth those described by Zaumeyer 
and Harter (1943) for the bean mosaic viruses 4 and 4A. However, 
other varieties differentiate between the two viruses. Soma of 
these dil'fe:renees are shown in Table 9. ottJer outstanding differ-
eneee os dilution end-points and thermal inaeti-vation points are 
included. 
Table 9. S cme differences between bean mosaic 
viruses 4 and 4A and the gua.r viruL~ 
Host or other Guar 
characteristic Virus ~ ............................ -...~~~~--~~ 
&labama Pole #1 
K~ntueky Wonder 
McGaslan 
Ideal Market 
Vigna sinensis 
N. tabacum 
S:r-'li1'1 max 
=·-
Thermal inactivation point 
Dilution end point 
Ststemic 
It 
If 
Local & Systemi.e 
Dark red rings; 
veinal necrosis 
Local necrotic rings; 
system:i.c ring spot 
Sy.stemic leaf and 
stem necrosis. 
67+0 c. 
1;1,00~ 
*From Zaumeyer and Ha.rt.er (1943). 
Bean Mosaic h 
ruid Wr~ 
Loe4 
" -
II . 
n 
No infection 
No infection 
No infection 
95° c. 
1:100,000 
The above difrerences are regarded as conclusive evidence that 
the guar virus is distinct, from these bean viruses. 
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COMPAR!ElON OF 'I'HE 
Although ·there is not mo.ch ,.dmilarit;;r hetv,een sym;p·l;.oms produced 
the cucumber or cucurblt vi.vuses and the guar virus, :i.t is 1·1ell 
t,o point out cert,ain dif ferenaas, especially ,,3:lnce both viruses 
produce local lesions on eot1pea, and t.here are .many strains of the 
cucumber mosaic ·viruses k110r1n. 
HolJll.es (1939) recognizes t·,vo strains of the cucurhit, mosaic 
to aff<,;.,ci;. t,tny plants other than cucurbits. He also recognizes 
.seven st,1~a.ins or varieties of cucumber mosaic virus. Of thes0 
seven strains, all except i~he cowpea m.ottle st.rain (Price, 1934) 
produce doc:1rk :red necrotic lesions 1-2 1m10 in di.':1.1:1eter on cowpe,3,o 
These lesions are necrotie t.hrou;ghout 
not bee ome syst.enrl.c, though the diseace in sometimes lethal .. 
'J:'.he cowpea raottling st,rain, [. 5:uer.l.meris var. ~ Holaes, 
produces loci;;ll chlorotic lesions which are usually surrounded by 
necrc,tic 1~ingi:,. This st.rain also causes a systemic greenish,-
yellov,i mottling, .,,nd the infection :Ls not letht-11 (Price, 1934). 
1l'he local lesions produced by gu~r ,rirus infection :Ln co-wpeas 
are either ringed from the outset, or soon becm:ie so., ·with the cen-
ter of the ri11g somewhat chlorot,ic. '£here is no t.rue systemic in-
:fection, .,J.though the virus is tumii.lly lethal t<J the plant. 
The follovJing strr"ins of cucutnhe:r mosaic virus a.11 infect ~n.nnl!.1, 
and may be reccnrered from this plant, by sub-inoculation to cowpea: 
c~~ v~r. commelin~ lir~t bean mosa:1.e stra:i.n, 
I,?.h,aseol:i.J lily mosaic strain va.r. 111:!i; 
indicator st:rc1in, cucmrreris vt:cir,, .iudic:ts. Guar virus failed to 
·~- :,-,-..,.:..:;-""-.~ ·-""- -- -
develop any :ln zinnia, nor could :it, be recovered from the 
Only one strain 
elim:tnat<3d f:roa possible :1ir.1ilarity to gua:r virus. This virus h .. 8.S a 
thermal inactivation point of only 520 C. as compc1red 
for the guar virus. 
These st.rains cucumber mosaic virus produce varied symptoin:.; 
in tobacco, [. ta.be.cum var. 'J:urkish. None or t,h,,m give the· clear-
cut necrotic local les:ion or systemic patter·n t.ba.t the g'uar Y:i .. rus 
produces. 
COfiff'ARISON Of" A POTATO VIIWS WITH '!'Hffi GUilR VIRUS 
'l'his virus was obta:i.ned i'rom. a pofa,,t,o pla.nt found groviing in a 
local garden. 'rhe symptoms ':fere indica ..t:Lve of potat,o lw .. cuba nosaic. 
placed under a moist s11e€t in the g:reenlwu:;;e, :tn orde:c to o\)tain 
lovJer temperatures (about 20° C.), ·wide necrotic rings about .5 cm. 
in diameter developed locally. The cent.er o:t the circle :r~mained 
about normal color, twu,,;1.lly be co.ming lighte:c 1·1ith age. Occas:tonally 
the ring :::lov~ly necrosod both inwardly and out.t,ardly such t,hat the 
lesion finally beCaL"le necrotic throughout. Systemic lesions nay be 
circular if formed in the :l.ntercostal region, but ,!.lay be very irreg-
ular if formed near a vein of the leaf. In both instances the lesions 
1nay consist of concentric rings. Later the infection forms a definite 
oak leaf pattern, likevdse com.posed of partlllel necrotic lines sepa-
rating the lighter tip portion i'rcm the darke1· b<1so,l portion of 
the leaf. 
March l? compar1;;t:l:1rn inocuh.t:lon.s of the potato virus and the 
inoculating 9 fil,. tabacurn pl&ntE; idth the for-
me:r virus and 11,\ viith the latter. All t.hese plants were pla.ced un.d!!l' 
a cool shaded bench. \Jithin two v,eek,s all tiiose plants inoculated 
viith the potat,o virus had oeveloped severe loca,l b.t.d systemic symp-
toms, ,whereas only four of those inoculated v,ith the guar virus 
developed local symptoms. F<:>ur ,ieeks after inoculation, four plants 
inocula.ted \i~ith gua:r Yirus were observed to have m.ild systemic 
sym.ptoi:ns • 
According to Salam.an (19313) only the 11S" strain of potato virus 
11X11 produc-es ring spot symptoms on tobacco. In potato the n3n st:i:•ain 
of potato virus 11X 11 is usually £111sked. However the chlorusis of this 
potato plant Rk'\.V have been due to 11 virus complex. This was further 
suggested by the fact tl'.IJJ.t the virus 5:.noculated tc, cov,pec1 formed 
nw:1erous red,. necrotic, local lesions. 'rhe potato tty:i virus ·would 
cause such lesions, and occa1:$ in this locale (Barding., 1941). A 
a destruc.:tive vir1,1s complex known as r-iigose mosaic (Holmes, 19)9). 
Rugose mos£J,ic syr;i;,ptorlliJ e.re quite di±'i'erent .f'rori1 those of a.ucuba 
mosaic. 'Xhethe!' or l:Y)i; this pot.:i,to virt:s is an abnormal form. of 
rugosEi ruosa.ic ne,eds further experirneri.tal study) but such an as sump-
tion ivou1d explain the produced on tobacco and cmvpea. 
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l:fovem.ber 4, 18 guar plants \iere inocula,ted r:ith sap from the 
original pottrto plant. Six days later 111, of these had developed 
m'!merous necrotic lesions on the younger trifoliate leaves. The 
lesions 1,;iere a.bout. l mm. in diameter. It shoald be not.ed here that 
these lesions 1vere considerably larg-er than the nevily formed sys-
temic guar virus lesions. There ruere no definite local lesions; 
t,he inoculated leaves became necrotic as if due 
to inju..ry Y~hile inoculating. 
Continuing with -this lead on November 16, twenty-six bean plants 
Phaseo?,.,.g§. yg_lgari..§. var.. Giant Stringless Green Pod, were inoculated 
with the pot.a.to virus, and tor comparison, 50 pl~..nts vmre inoculated 
with gua:r virus. The potato virus infected 100-)& of the plants, 
while the guar virus infected 9S%. The symptoms were very similar. 
flovi10ver, the stipple necrosis 'Was not nearly so pronounced in plants 
inoculated with the potato virus, but many of the leaves curled up-
'Wtird and imiard and abscissed ·without apparent lesions. Even though 
the leaf absc:i.ssion 1/ilas greater in these them in the plants infected 
t1iith guar virus, there ~1ere very fevi of the plants killed as compared 
vii th those inf.ect,ed with tha guar virus. 17ith both viruses, the 
leaves developing on. plants surviving the initial infection shmiled 
large, 3-6 .i,1m. 3 depressed, irregularl,y ou:tlined, chlorotic lesions. 
Especially MH, this true if "the tops were removed, as ·was done to 
secure virus inoculum,. 
1'he above comparative inoculations v~ere repeated January 13 
using Burpee1 s Stringlesa Green Pod beans and keeping the plants 
1e1.nd~r a moist cool sheet. Here numerous very small local necrotic 
lesions developed on the potato virus infected plants. However. the 
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systemic infect:lon o.f each vi:r.us proved lf1thal under these conditions~ 
Atten1pts to use patu:r~ .§j:,.i;:amon1lli"c1 as a differential host proved 
m1.successful since the symptoms produced by the tv,o viruses inoculated 
December 20 to four plants each ',Jere indistinguishable. 
Com.pu:rative inoculations of the favo viruses -were rr.r'ide to t·v""w 
~icotiana glutinosa_plants each. These were also kept under the 
molst sheet. One local necrotic lesion appeared on r1. plant, inocu-
la"l:,ed with the pota.to virus and neither of the plants inoculated 
attrd.ned the size of those inoculated with the guar Yirus. Ifo 
systemic symptonrn other than the stunting developed on aJ\V of the 
plants inoculated vdth either of the t'Clo v:truses. 
Cori.siderir1g only the symptoms produc.ed en these plants, the 
viruses a:re mrk'lll. Some oi' the dif f:... 
e:rencee ,c.1:r.e the regularity with ivhich the potL>-:to virus infecticn 
bec,:.,mes systera..i.c in tobacco as compared to that of gunr vil"us. The 
l,)cal lesions that the potato irirus produca;:1 on bea.ns occur at 
lower temperatures. Lilce1:1ise the lesions that. the potat,o virus pro-
duces on cowpeas a.re sn1aller than guar virus les:ions and usu.ally 
necrotic throughout,. 
A COMPARLSON OF TOBACCO Rlf:JG SPOT AND THG GUAH. VIRUS 
Tobacco ring spot virus causes a systero.ic necrosis of beans, 
as does the guar virus, and a comparative study o.:t' the 'two viruses 
1ivas there:tore indicated. In order the .facilitate this comparison 
11'. C ~ Priee ki.ndly furnished "1, · source of the ring; spot virus that, 
Wingard described (1928). This inoculurl:l vms received Feb1uary 22 
and irJ order to increase the supply, four Nicoti~ tabacu.m plants 
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'I'he N. tabacum. ;,,,J.l de-
ve:foped typical sym.;_otoms. 'I'he !i• glut in~ inoculated leaves sloi::ily 
,rellowed died. tops vJere very much stunted, never getting 
more then 2bout 10 inches high. 
Comparative inoculations or the two viruses were made on several 
hosts~ On guc:tr., inoculated Ifa:reh 31, the follorving results were recorded. 
Guar virus; 7 plants inoculated: 
4/10 No infection after 10 days 
i,,/12 Six plants sys'l:,emi.c;:1lly infect,ed. A fine chlorotic 
to necrotic stipple ·with m.-'1Xly of the young leaves ab-
scissing; :lnoculated leaves not infected and not 
droo;)ing at pulvinus. 
Ring spot virus; 8 plants inoculated: 
4/4 irfatersoaked local lesions 
l,/10 Ifo much chan5<e; lesions slightly larger and more 
necrotic 
Lll2 Local lesions with dark necrotic centers; lighter 
necrotic periphery, indefinite outline. lfo systemic 
infection observed o.n anJr plant. ll of the 16 inocu-
lated leaves abscissed. '1\w plants shov~ed stem. ne-
crosis. Growing point not necrotic. 
4/17 Stem necrosis definitely begir1ning at point of 
petiole attachment to the stem and developing 
both upward and. downward. No systemic infection. 
Similar inoculations to Tall Bene, Sesam.e orientnle L. 
Guar virus; .3 plants inocuL'.ited Mtlrch 31: 
4/li. Local wa.t.ersoa.ked lesions 
4/10 2 plants dying - others with necrotic lesions on 
'stem at point of petiole attachment 
4/12 All dead 
Ring spot virus - inoculated 4 plants March Jl; 
A/4 Locul 1:;atersoa.ked lesions, 2-4 r..r-J.. diameter 
4/B All plants dead fron1 stern necrosis beginning at 
petiole. 
Sintllar inoculations on oowpea, variety Bla.~k Eye: 
Guar, virus; 24- lei..riHH1 :inoculated March 30: 
4/4 Red lesions, red rings with light greEm centers 
which enlarged ns the rings enlarged 
4/5 2.5 lesions per lea! 
4/10 9 plants showed stem necrosis; incculr.ted leaves 
chlorotic; lesions very irregularly ou.t.llned; 
4,. 7 mm. in diameter; no'W1 a necrotic center su.r-
roundad by~ chlorotic ring, then by a necrotic 
ring. 
4/12 8 plants dead with st.em necroais. All eventually 
died. 
Ring spot virus; 20 leaves inoculated March 31: 
li/4 Many reddish brown lesions much s.maller than above 
4/ 5 17 lesions pe:r leaf 
4/10 5 plants showed stem necrosis. Some inoculated 
leaves chlorotie. Most lesions continuous, others 
ringed us above. 
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4/12 4 plants dead; l+ others with severe st.em necrosis 
It should be noted here that local lesions nsti.ally form on 
the inoculated le&ves of guar when the plants are inoculated with 
the guar virus. This is true whether the first true leaves or 
the secondary le&ves are .inoculated. In the above comparativ3 
studies the first true, u.nifolia.te leaves 1,1ere inoculated.. 
Ho-wever in gus.r the petiole-stem. neero$iS of the ring spot 
virus is very different from. the symptoms caused by the guar virus, 
and the absence of ·the systerrdc stipple necrosis is a marked 
difference. 
In tobacco, Micotiana tabacum, the only C'omparative infec-
tivity test consisted of' the inoculation vdth the guar virus of 
12 tobacco plants on March 10 as already described. For symptoms 
of guar virus on tobacco, see page 6 ff. 
On March ll., 5 other plci.11ts of the same group were inoculated 
with the tobacco virus. 
Plate 5 is a photorraph of guar virus (tti\,;) and ring spot ( 11 B11 ) 
local lesions taken 44 days a.ft.er the plants were inoculated. It 
will be readily noticed tht1.t the guer lesions a.re very diffuse, ap-
parently as though the camera was ou.t of focus. Hov1eve1', this is 
not the case., as all the local lesions of this·in.oculation :were 
<lit fuse. HovJever thoy were more or less definit,e when .first formed. 
At the ti.'11€ these photographs were made, the plants were from 7 to 
10 feet high and very rank. On plant.a growing iu pots and less 
vigorous, the local lesions F-my remain definite or necrose both 
outwardly and more sloi'lly toward the center of the lesion. 
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Plats 6, systemic symptoms of guar, and plate 7, systemic symp-
toms of ring spot, shoiv that there are few qualitative differences 
betwf:en thr:i symptoms of the two viruses. 'i'he demarcations between 
the sJri::item.ic and reco,rered portions o.f the ring upot infected leaves 
a.r,pear to be L,.Tea.ter thun those between similar are~.s of guar virus 
infected leaves. The systemic symptoms tend to develop on guar. 
virus intected plants for a longer period, and the necrotic lines 
are usually much finer. 
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Note that leaves C and Bin plates 6 and? respectively are very 
necrotic and deformed. This is a typical symptom of ring spot on suekers 
developing on pl&nts that are topped back after systemic infection i.s well 
evldent. Sy.mpt.on·l of simile,r de.finiteness developed on three pot.ted 
Nicot.W:§; !,1;:J:,acun pl,mts sh01;1ing r;ystemic infect.ion of thEJ guar virus 
that were placed ur.der a shaded bench and kept cool with day tfi:rrpe:ra-
t,ure e.bove the benches of about 25° C. 
Fui~ther inocula.tions wi t,h the gua:r 'll"irus gave only a low per-
centage oi' systemic inf eetion with symptom,s simiJ.B.r to those ~.n tho 
othe1r potted pl~mt,s. (Bee guar virus s;r.nptom.s on [. "ta.bacum, page 7 ff.) 
When diseased bean tissue is used as a source of' inoculum., guar 
virus is inactivated at dilutions greater than 1:1000, whereas the 
tobacco ring spot virus is inactivated at 1:10.,000 (:'Jinga.rd, 1928). 
Valleau (19.32) stated that plants affected vdth tobacco ring 
spot produce a reduced amount or seed and the pollen grain size i..s 
much :reduced, i.e. there is a large percentage of pollen grains 
much below the average size of those produced by a healthy plant. 
PLA'll:S 5, 6, 7 
Comparison of Guar Virus and Ring Spot 
Explanations to Plate 5 
A. Locr,J. lesions of guar virus on tobacco. Ifote the diffuse in-
definite lesions. Photograph vms ma.de 45 days after inoculation. 
(:x 1/3). 
B. Local lesions of tobacco ring spot virus on tobacco. Photograph 
made 44 days after inoculation. (x 1/4). 
Expla..1'18.tions to Plate 6 
A. Systemic symptoms of gu.a1· virus on tobacco leaves. Observe t.he 
fineness of the necrotic lines, and lack o! color differences 
between the areas inside and outside the oak-leaf outline. (x 1/2). 
B. Sy-stemic infection of guar virus in tobacco. This was one of 
the first leaves on t.he plant to show systemic infection. 
Observe the many concentric lines. (x 1/3). 
C •. Systemic sym.pto.ms of guar virus on tobacco suckers heavily 
shaded by larger plants. (x 1/J). 
Explanations to Plate 7 
A. Systemic symptoms of tobacco ring spot in tobacco. Note the 
difference in shading of the areas insfoe and outsicie the oc:1.k-leaf 
outline-. Compare with 6A. (x l/3). 
B. Systemic symptoms of tobacco ring spot in a sucker of a tobacco 
plant topped after systemic infection became evident. (x 1/2). 
Plate 5 
A. 
I 
> 
. 
ti:! 
5 
• 
-
;l 8 
Plate 7 
A. 
3 
B. 
He considers that even though the vegetative symptoms may be masked, 
the disease has invaded the embryonic region of the pl.ant. Valleau 
further states (1941) that the six strains of tobacco ring spot which 
he studied all caused pollen sterility, which gre('l.tly reduced the 
amount .of seed produced in each capsule. 
Comparative measurements we:re made 0£ pollen.grains from healthy 
t.obacco plants and those locally a.11d systernically in.fe,ited with tht> 
guar virus and also from plants infected with tobacco ring spot. 
These data are shotin graphically- in Figure 2. Honever no marked 
differences can be shown even for ring spot~ Th:l.s mJ?.Y have been due 
to the :fact that the r.iet\surement classes., with steps or J.2i~ , 
were too broad, although they were less than one and one.:.half . time.a 
as large as those used by Valleau, Therefore another collectioni or· 
flower$ was made from two plants .syste1nically intected with the guar 
virus and a simil~r collection from two plants infected with ring 
spot virus. The pollen grains from both plants of each infection 
were mixed and were mounted in laeto-phenol wlth aeid fuchsin as 
a stain. Both mounts were war.med by rapidly passing them through 
the name while holding them in the same hand. The measurements. 
were raade using an oil-immersion ob.;ective. The unit spaces .of the 
micrometer were equivalent to 1.37 A • Plasmolyzed grains .were 
not measured, but a rec.-ord was kept of the number of those in each 
field as an indication ot the comparative turgidi~y of the two lots 
of pollen grain. 
The results or the measurements are given in Table 10 and ah:oun 
graphically in Figure 3. '.The .mean size of the pollen grains i,as 
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27a59 ,U f'or the ring spot and 27. 38 U for those infected 
with the guar virus. There is a very close similarity between the 
two groups. However, due to the limited number of plants included, 
and absence of check plnnts, only limited emphasis can be placed on 
this similarity. At this time there were no healthy plants flm'4er-
ing that 1imuld compare in vigor to the diseased one sampled .. 
Since no definite symptoms could be detected in Nicotiana gl~-
tinosa, not even appreciable stunting as v-Jith comparable ring spot 
inoculations, several attempts were made to recov;er the guar virus 
by inoculation of cowpea i,,ith macerated li• g:lutino.~~ tissue. Tests 
were made using either the inoculated leaf or the younger leaves. 
The results of the-se studies are shovm in '.Cable 11. 
From these data i-t is evident that fil.. glut .. ino§..13.: is not ahvays 
ce.rrying the guar virus in masked condition, but may carry it in 
small quantities i:n part of the plants iznoculated. Ring spot was 
recovered .in all similar attempts, h01mever in rather dilute form 
as compared with infected g. tabacum, especially t'lith tissues show-
ing necrotic symptoms. 
J? 

Table 10. Comparative measurement of l'Iicoti~lli!, tabacum 
pollen grains from plants infected rJith tobacco 
ring spot and guar virusesl . 
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Diameter 
Frequency PercentageZ 
Rint,r Spot 
Frequency Percentage2 
Guar Virus 
20.55 
21.92 
23.29 
24.66 
26.03 
27.40 
28.77 
30.14 
31.51 
32.88 
31+.25 
35.62 
36.99 
l 
5 
7 
22 
34 
77 
83 
33 
4 
Total 2.66 
2 Plas.m.olyzed 71 
l 
Measurements May 13, 1945 
2 
.JS 
1.88 
2.63 
8.27 
12.73 
28.95 
31.20 
12.48 
1.50 
,. 1.51 
'7 2.64 
18 6.79 
35 13.21 
42 15.85 
53 20.00 
53 20.00 
35 13.21 
11 4.15 
3 1.13 
2 .75 
l .38 
l .38 
265 
64 
'!'he plasmolyzed grains were not included in calculation of 
percentages. 

Virus 
Guar 
II 
II 
II 
Tobacco 
Ring spot 
" 
-~ 
Table ll. Comparison of the recovery of guar and 
tobacco ring spot viruses from Nicotiana 
glutinosa using cowpea as indicator 
Date N.• Date Source of No . of No . of 
glutinosa of inoc- leaves lesions 
inoc. Recovery ulum inoc. formed 
3/17 5/6 Local 24 0 
Systemic 20 0 
4/4 4/28 Local 20 1 
Systemic 20 5 
4/4 5/6 Local 22 0 
Systemic 24 0 
4/10* 5/6 Local 18 2 
Systemic 16 11 
2/22 'j/6 Local 
Systemic 22 27 
4/ll* 5/6 Local .20 5 
Systemic .20 7 
Plants very vigorous growing in floorbed of greenhouse. 
They showed no symptoms of either disease. 
Average 
lesions 
per leaf 
0 
0 
.05 
.25 
0 
0 
.ll 
.10 
1. 37 
.25 
.35 
.QQ!WLU§..IQ~t~ 
The physical properties of the virus, its host range, and its 
symptQ"il expression on the different suscepts differ in some respects 
f1•om those of uny previouf,ly described virus. Considering the data. 
presented here, t.he possibility of its being a strain of one of the 
known mosaics of tobacco, cucw11ber, or legumes is readily eliminated. 
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Th6 tmid,:9nt.ified potato virus gave symptoms on guar, beans, and 
tobacco somewhat similar t.o those produc;ed by the guar virus ir1fectiorn. 
Howevei• the more corJDJ.on of the potato viruses, that is, nxu and !!Y", 
both develop severe symptoms when inoculated on pepper, Capsicum 
Only 
poteto virus 11Y11 causes local lesions on crnNpea.,, and it is inactivated 
at 52° C. for 10 minutes, while the guar virus resists heating up 
to 67+° C. 
This could not be t.he spotted wilt virus or one of its strains, 
since these have ea thermal inactivation point of 42° C. 
l'here are many points of similarity between the ordinary tobacco 
ring spot virus a.nd the guar virus; however, definite differences do 
e.xist between the latter and any of the strains of tobacco ring spot 
thus far described. (liingard, 1928; Valleau, 1932, 1941; Price, 
1935-1936b; and Smith, 1944). 
Some of these differences will be listed briefly: 33 of 44 
varieties of bean tested vdth guar virus failed to produce local 
lesion symptoms as does tobacco ring spot. Likewise guar virus 
did not ini.'ect %innia, nor could it be recovered from. inoculated 
zinnia. 'fhe ring spot of Wingard failed to infect guar systemic-
ally in the manner that the guar virus did. The guar virus symptoms are 
milder in tobacco. The ring spot virus and gua.r virus show marked 
di:fferenee of symptoms with variation in environment. Preliminary 
studies indicate that the guar virus t'educes the size and uniformity 
of tobacco pollen gra.ins as does ring spot (Valleau, 19.32). 
Considering the symptom expressions on the different suscepts, 
and the host range in com.pnrison with that of tobacco ring spot 
virus, the differences are believed to be such as to vmrrant con-
sidering the guar virus a new variety of the tobacco ring spot virus, 
for l'Jhich the name Annulus tal:·ooi Holmes var. okla.homens.1§. is 
proposed. 
evidently uridescr·ibed virns ,,;as found nr,turally causing nearly 
,i! total loss in guar ( C:ram.012si.§. osoraloides DC. == Q,. !;etragonalobus 
( 1 )· ,n,., ,'-· ) ,.,. .i.,,,.uo. • 1'he rate of the spread of the infrsction 1n the field 
1JJas from less than 0.1 per cent to better than 90 per cent. in two 
and one-half' months. 
The virus is tmp transmissible to bean, lima bean, soybean., 
cowpea, green mung bean, tobacco, $j_icotif:i.ru! _g!utinosa, husk tomato, 
petunia, tTim.son weed, and tall ben~. It, did not infect peanut, 
sesbania, urd bean, garden pea, adzuka bean, hairy vetch, crotolaria, 
pepper, ~ !!'-e1ieloides, L., tOITk'l..to, zinnia, sunflower, and globe 
amaranth. 
The guar virus was found to be systemically· :i.nfective to 33 
varieties of beans., however., not always with 100% infection. Five 
varieties shm~ed both local and ayste.mic infection, 1.md six varieties 
developed only local veinal necrosis. Eight varieties of cowpeas 
inoculated developed local lesions. These were used in studies of 
Yirus conceni.:.:rCJ.tion. The disci.se was usnclly lethal in seven of 
'these varieties. 
On the basis o:f' preli!'u:i.nary 1t.1easurement.s, the:rs are indications 
that the gu.ar Yiru.s, like tobacco ring spot virus, reducos the size 
and unifo1"l.riity of the pollen grain;;; on infected tobacco plants. 
'fhe t.hermal inactivatiDn poin'l~ of the Yirus is slightly higher 
tho.n 6?° C. (10 minute exposure). The d:i.lution end point is 1:1000, 
and the vi1~us is inactivated by drying the infe-cted tissue for 40 hours. 
:iJh~n infected macerated pb.nt nater::Lal is I:ept frozen., the virus 
retains some of its original infectivity for 69 da.Jrs. It is inactivat-
ed in 116 days under these conc~ition:s. ::lhen viruliferous sap is 
infectivi't,y- for 15 da~'{5 &rKl a trace of in.foc.tivity after 83 days. 
Gua:r rms f otm,J to be suscept,ible to toba .. cco ring spot. The 
virus is evidently a va:t"iet;y- or tobacco ring spot for which the 
na.m.e tlnnuJ.~ tq}:>JlC,1 Holmes Yar. oklahomensis is proposed. 
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